Minutes of the 60th Annual General Meeting
of the Air Force Association of Canada
held in
Trenton, ON in the Holiday Inn Harvest Ballroom
17-18 October 2009

Present
John Melbourne
Brian Darling, CD
Terry Chester, CD
Grant E. “Ted” Mahood, CD
Randy Cox
Guy Vallières
Dave Donovan
R. Weldon Moffatt, DFM
Gilles McDermott, CD
Jan Hogan
Wing Delegates and Members-at-Large as per Annex A
Regrets
George Macdonald, CMM, MVO, CD
Danny Gosse, CD
Secretary
Dean C. Black, CD
Marilyn Harry
Item
I

II

III

Discussion
Call to Order - National President, Mr. John
Melbourne, opened the meeting with the singing of the
National Anthem “O Canada” followed by words of
remembrance and a moment of silence for deceased
veterans and departed members of the Air Force
Association of Canada.
Appointment of Parliamentarian and Scrutineers –
Mr. Melbourne appointed Past President Mr .Ron Button
as Parliamentarian and LCol Don McLeod & Maj Butch
Blair as Scrutineers.
Notification of Annual General Meeting was
presented and acknowledged.
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Item
IV

V

VI

VII

VIII
IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV
XV

Discussion
Motion To Adopt the Agenda – Moved by Mr.Robert
Clarke, 783 Wing, seconded by Mr.George Mitchell,
441 Wing.
Motion To Adopt the Minutes of the 59th Annual
General Meeting – Moved by Mr, Dave Wakely, 394
Wing, seconded by Mr. Jack Donnelly, 410 Wing.
Ratification of NEC Actions – Moved by Mr. Dave
Wakely, 394 Wing, and seconded by Mr. Jack Donnelly,
410 Wing.
Recognition of Past National Presidents, Liaison and
Contact Officers, and Members-at-Large –
Presidents: Mr. Ron Button, Mr. Don McLeod, Mr.
George McMahon Sr., Mr. Ted Mahood. Liaison and
Contact Officers: LCol Don McLeod and Maj “Butch”
Blair.
Quorum Check – The secretary confirmed a quorum
was present. (See Annex A for details)
Motion to Accept Minutes of the Last General
Meeting – Moved by Mr. Bill Steedman, 428 Wing, and
seconded by Mr. Kurt Abels 408-437 Wing.
National President’s Opening Remarks – Mr. John
Melbourne referred the delegates to the AGM Program
Booklet page 8.
Honorary National President’s Opening Remarks –
Video Presentation. Lieutenant-General (Retired)
G.E.C. (George) Macdonald, CCM, MVO, CD had
provided a video statement, which was played. The
Chairman also referred the delegates to page 9 of the
AGM program booklet. (See Annex B for details)
First Reading or Call For Nominations – Ted
Mahood: The Chairman of the National Nomination’s
Committee called for nominations and revealed the
current nominees: President – Mr. Brian Darling; 1st.
Vice-President – Mr. Terry Chester; 2nd. Vice-President
– Mr. Greg Spradbrow.
Introduction of New NEC Members –
Quebec Group – Mr. Guy Vallieres
Ontario Group – Mr. David Donovan
Alberta Group – Mr. Gilles McDermott
Senior Contact Officer’s Report – LCol. Roland
Lavoie was expected to arrive later in the day.
Executive Director’s Report – Mr. Black introduced
delegates to the financial statements. Mr. Black then
entertained questions from the floor.
QUESTION 1. Mr. Bill Steedman wanted to know if the
Association was optimizing use of their facilities. Mr.
Black explained that parts of the premises are being
rented by two other groups (CDA and TreeCanada).
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QUESTION 2: Mr. Bill Steedman – Wanted to know if
there were any Private Industry donations? Mr. Black
explained that there are no industry donations but that
aerospace industry representatives have tended to
support the association through sponsorship and
advertising contributions. He further explained that both
are way down, in part because of the current economic
situation. Mr. Black further explained that the economic
situation doesn’t simply mean that aerospace companies
have stopped advertising. Instead, these companies have
simply taken to scrutinizing more so where to send their
advertising revenues and if an organization like the Air
Force Association cannot provide sufficient value for
their advertising investment, these companies go
elsewhere to maximize their sponsorship and advertising
resources. In this way, Mr. Black tried to explain the
important role each and every member of the association
can play, in portraying professional, competent, valuesdriven organization aerospace companies should choose,
for their sponsorship and advertising needs.
QUESTION 3: Bill Steedman – Wanted to know if
some magazine costs could be saved by producing it in
pdf and sending it by e-mail? Mr. Black explained that
this would be possible because it would save
considerably on postage and paper. However, it would
be important to determine what members would be
interested in paying, for a digital copy of the magazine,
because there would remain significant costs to produce
the magazine in digital format. Delegates were
encouraged to review the budget (actual and proposed)
figures to determine just how much could be saved, by
avoiding some production and mailing costs. (See
Annex C for details). We might discover that insufficient
revenue would result, meaning that we might not be able
to employ the editor. The membership needs to
understand that the quality of Airforce magazine
depends almost entirely on two things: the willingness of
members who have the talent to write the kinds of
stories that resonate with members; and, the reputation
of our editor who many members would agree has the
credibility and the rapport that continue to draw in
members interested in a high-quality product that is
Airforce magazine. Mr. Black added that we are
exploring other ideas that could decrease membership
fees; for example, there exist companies who produce
and publish magazines like Airforce at no cost, in
exchange for revenues generated through advertising.
The current poor advertising market is a challenge,
however.
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QUESTION 4: Kurt Abels, 408-437 Wing. Mr. Abels
asked how useful the membership cards can be, if they
have no expiry dates. Mr. Black explained that not all
Wings had a need for expiry dates, when the cards were
designed. Consequently, a compromise was reached
whereby stickers could be applied by those Wings in
need, to show the expiry date.
QUESTION 5: Mr. Kurt Abels. Why is the Regalia cost
so high? Mr. Black explained that the cost of individual
items does not appear to be a cause for concern from
individual members, but because Mr. Abels raises the
issue as a Wing representative Mr. Black emphasized
that if Wings wanted to they could either buy in bulk, at
reduced costs or they could take bulk shipments in
reasonable quantities to suit their needs, all on
consignment. The Wing could negotiate with Rose for
the terms of the consignment. This would then permit
Wings to set their own markup, to help raise funds for
the Wing.
QUESTION 6: Mr. Sam Newman, 427 Wing, wanted to
know the details of the financial investments, gross, net,
etc., and how they were reported. Mr. Black responded
by saying that the Admin-Fin Committee acts on the
advice of the Financial Advisor and, in turn,
recommends to the NEC whether to pursue certain
financial options over others. Details of the investments
can be shared, and Mr. Black would advise the NEC to
share the investment information.
QUESTION 7: Mr. Sam Newman – Wanted to know if
the Accounts Receivable figure was collectible?
ANSWER: Yes.
QUESTION 8 & 9: Can you expand on the cost of
publications? Mr. Black explained the components of
publication costs: salaries, layout, redesign, corrections,
printing, copying, publishing, mailing, distribution,
returns, duplicate mailings, and the rent of facilities
wherein the staff work. He further explained that he is
contacted weekly by many other publishers and printers
who believe they have more cost-effective and/or costefficient solutions to meet our needs. Costs will
probably be up in the next budget, since paper will be
more expensive & postage is going up $.04 next year.
QUESTION 10: What are we receiving in rent? Mr.
Black encouraged the delegates to turn to the last page
of the formal audit, where the delegates would be able to
see the exact rent recovery revenues expected over the
next three years.
QUESTION 11: Why are insurance costs up 300%?
ANSWER: Since 9/11, all areas of coverage are up
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dramatically. Organizations are banding together to
save and reduce as much as possible. The NEC wisely
opted to amalgamate the Air Force Association with Air
Force Productions Limited, so as to save on insurance
costs. However, that decision required a two-year
extension to insurance coverage before insurance
savings would be fully achieved. The two-year extension
expires in 2010, after which delegates should see a drop
in the cost.
QUESTION 12: Mr. Neil Elliott , 413 Wing, Trenton –
Mr. Elliott expressed concern with the distribution of
new membership cards. Mr. Black explained that new
membership cards are being ordered in larger quantities
to save costs and are being mailed from the office once a
month. We have looked into the cost of a special printer
to do these ourselves, in Ottawa. The cost of such a
printer could be as high as $2,000. Mr. Elliott then
recommended to the NEC that such a printer be given
serious consideration. Mr. Black supported the
recommendation. The NEC will consider it.
QUESTION 13: Mr. Lorne Falle, 424 Wing, Cornwall
asked who sets the national budget and how do they go
about doing so? Mr. Black explained that the question
was an excellent one, because it touches on the fiduciary
responsibilities of the National Executive Council
members, especially from a strategic planning
perspective. Specifically, in November 2007 the NEC
responded to the National President’s call for a
governance review, essentially agreeing to instill some
sort of a continuous strategic planning regimen to the
NEC’s deliberations. Prior to that date, strategic
planning has tended to be done on an ad hoc basis. To
date, the NEC has managed to touch upon some of the
factors impacting on the AFAC’s future, but formal
meetings focused on these and other strategic issues
have not taken place on a regular basis. In reality,
strategic planning needs to be undertaken so as to inform
budget decisions, and the resulting budget that is
presented to the membership needs to reflect those
deliberations and decisions. In 1962, a book was
published by the association as a guide for strategic
planning and governance. Since that date, however, it
would appear strategic planning has been the purview of
ad hoc committees not always chaired by a member of
the NEC. Mr. Black explained that the NEC
acknowledged recently that this needs to change; NEC
members are supposed to be directly responsible for the
processes for which the membership holds them
accountable. It is promising to hear that the NEC
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NEC to consider the purchase of
a membership card printer for
the Ottawa office.
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Discussion
remains committed to instilling this kind of planning in
all their deliberations and on a continuous basis. Only
then can we be better assured that the budget presented
to delegates at the AGM is not simply a rehash of last
year’s numbers reduced to account for the loss of some
member-based revenues from year-to-year.
QUESTION 14: Mr. Kurt Abels – Why are Regalia
sales in 2010 projected to be so much less? ANSWER:
Demographics – fewer members, fewer purchases.
Acceptance of Financial Report – Moved by Mr. Lorne
Falle, seconded by Mr. Jean-Charles Duquet.
Acceptance of Proposed Budget – Moved by Mr. Bill
Steedman, seconded by Mr. George McMahon, Sr., 412
Wing.
Acceptance of Auditor’s Report – Moved by Don
Feduck , 434 Wing, seconded by Mr. Don McLeod, 111
Wing. Motions to retain Auditors, McCay, Duff &
Company – Moved by Mr. Gerry Cuffe, Ontario Group,
seconded by Mr. Blair Buchanan, 200 Wing
RCAF Association Trust Fund Report – Mr. Mahood,
standing in for Mr. Ron Coleman, reported on the Trust
activities. Some questions were raised regarding
donations and support to one particular group and,
together, Mr. Mahood and Mr. Thomas helped provide
further information for the benefit of delegates.
Chief of the Air Staff Report – LGen André
Deschamps briefed the delegates on the state of
Canada’s air force, reflecting on operations, personnel
and future plans and procurements.
Mr. Ron Button moved to recess for 30 minutes. The
motion was seconded by Mr. Don Mcleod, Sr. The
assembly went into recess for 30 minutes after which
they reconvened for the Aviators’ of the Year Luncheon.
The lunch was followed by an introduction of LCol
Roland Lavoie, the new Chief of the Air Staff Public
Affairs staff officer and new senior contact officer to the
Air Force Association of Canada. LCol Lavoie shared
some of his recent operational experiences (in
Afghanistan)
MGen (Retd) Bourgeois provided an update on the
activities of the Air Cadet League of Canada.
Col (Retd) Andrew Nellysten provided an update on the
work of the Conference of Defence Association,
particularly in his role as Membership coordinator.
Mr. Daniel Rodrique briefed on his veteran’s stories
video project.
Report of the Resolutions Committee. 1st VicePresident, and Chairman of the Resolutions Committee,
Mr. Brian Darling explained that the following
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resolutions had been withdrawn:
Resolutions Withdrawn – 2009-07; 2009-08; 2009;
2009-10; 2009-13. He pointed out that there were some
minor editorial amendments to the resolutiona material
contained on oages 73 and 74 of the AGM Programme
Booklet whereby, in the last line of Resolutions 200904 and 2009-05 “NRC” should read “NEC”. He added
that these changes had no effect on the resolutions
themselves. With respect to the remaining resolutions:
 2009-01 – Governance of the National
Executive Council (NEC) (SOCC). Moved by
Mr. Randy Cox, Atlantic Group, seconded by
Mr. Guy Vallieres, Quebec Group. Carried.
 2009-02 – Development of a Policy and
Procedures Manual (SOCC) Moved by Mr.Guy
Vallieres, Seconded by Mr. Gilles McDermott,
Alberta Group. Carried.
 2009-03 –Establishment of a formal policy
concerning the privacy of personal information
(S0CC). Moved by Mr. David Donovan, Ontario
Group, seconded by Mr. Jean Charles Duquet,
302 Wing. Carried.
 2009-04 –Establishment of local advocacy
forums across Canada (SOCC). Moved by Mr.
Weldon Moffat, Prairie Group, seconded by Ms.
Jan Hogan, Pacific Group.
 2009-05 – Development of a comprehensive
communications plan (SOCC). Moved by Mr.
Randy Cox, seconded by Mr. Guy Vallieres.
Carried.
 2009-06 –Development of a training and
orientation information package for elected
officers and directors (SOCC) Moved by Mr.
Sam Newman, seconded by Mr. Weldon Moffat.
Carried.
 2009-09–Number of votes for wings at Group
and Association Meetings (SOCC). Moved by
Mr. Gordon MacKay, 784 Wing; seconded by
Mr. Robert Roe, 783 Wing. Carried.
 2009-11 – Cold War Service Medal. Moved by
Mr. Bill Steedman, seconded by Mr. Bud Wilds.
Carried with an amendment to the resolving
clause to read: “BE IT RESOLVED THAT: a
bar be issued to the Special Service Medal that
would recognize all, including members who
served in Canada and the USA in the service of
NORAD, either directly or indirectly. This
award would most assuredly go a long way in
recognizing these well-deserving individuals, as
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well as help the rest of the country better
understand and appreciate the service and
sacrifice these members endured during that
era.” .
 2009-12 – Amendment to booklet 108 – Dress,
Ceremonial and Protocol Moved by Ms.Jan
Hogan, seconded by Mr. Don McLeod. Carried.
rd
3 Business Session
Mr. Mahood requested nominations for the National
President, National 1st Vice-President and National 2nd
Vice-President. Mr. Brian Darling was acclaimed
National President. Mr. Terry Chester was acclaimed as
National Vice-President. Mr. Greg Spradbrow was
acclaimed as National 2nd Vice-President.

Actions and Responsibilities

Mr. Chester conveyed to the membership the existence
of a draft membership discussion paper. He explained
that the paper will be circulated to the Wings and it is
hoped that Wings will want to participate by providing
comments, ideas, and criticisms.
Ms. Cecile Thompson, 444 Wing, pointed out a typo on
the membership report. She explained she has 38
members not 74.
Mr. Lorne Falle, 424 Wing, asked a question regarding a
statement made in the SOCC (page 40 in the Agenda).
“Do Wings have to consult with National before or in
order to remove a member?” The chairman responded
“yes”.
Secretarial Note: Wings in good standing are delegated
the authority to enrol new members into the association.
However, Wings are not delegated the authority to
remove members from the association. Because it could
be very simple for removed members to join another
Wing, it is critical that Wings refer the removal of
members to National, so as to ensure all Wings can be
appraised of such actions. Secondly, with respect to
Regular and Dual members, there is no such thing as a
Wing member; members can only be members of the
association. With respect to Social members and
Associate members, because these members do not pay
association dues, they must be considered only Wing
members. Their removal is best left to the Wings for as
long as Wings insist these members pay no association
dues. Unfortunately, these social and associate members
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could also seek membership in another Wing, thus
exposing yet another significant fault in the decision to
introduce the associate member classification in 1971.

Actions and Responsibilities

Mr. Falle then continued, by proposing what he referred
to as an idea of inequality. He explained that mindful of
the budget figures introduced yesterday, it seems
reasonable for all 65 Wings to pay an equal share of the
revenues that tend to be attributable to members
affiliated with Wings. Mathematically, he divided
$200,000 by 65 to reach a figure of approximately
$3,080 each. This, he argued would be a manageable
amount for each Wing to pay, rather than assess
individual members $44 per year.
Secretarial Note: While from a mathematical perspective
this might seem attractive, it is an unworkable proposal.
First of all, it violates the principles of what it means to
be a member. The 800 members in 888 Wing would be
pleased to have to pay only $3.85 each; the seven
members in 431 Wing would probably not be as happy,
knowing their share would be in excess of $439.86 each.
Most Wings also do not have a money-making business;
members meet in individual homes. The main problem
with this proposal is that it skews the value proposition
considerably. The concept Mr. Falle describes would
ensure individuals do not join the association, but
Wings would. We are like all other associations –
member-based, not Wing-based. Individuals must be
relied upon to confront the annual decision to join. If
Wings were left to confront this decision, then the
association would have to re-tool itself and focus on the
development of programs, products and services
designed not to suit individuals, which is now the case,
but to suit Wings instead. This fundamental change
would be a violation of our constitution which prohibits
the association from having any obligations to or claims
in the assets of a Wing.
Mr. McDermott, Alberta Group, described the “Secret
Santa” program, the initiative for which started in
Winnipeg with a Mr. Dion. Mr. McDermott’s Wing has
indicated early support for a local (Alberta) application
of this program. He encouraged other Wings to contact
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him in 784 Wing, for further information.

Actions and Responsibilities

Mr. Bill Grahlman and Ms. Brenda Wilson of 447 Wing
(Hamilton) shared their situation, vacating their old “Hhut”. The Wing will now parade November 1, at 14:30
hrs, from the H-Hut to their new facility, about 1
kilometer away. 163 Pipes & Drum Band will be in
force. While their new facility is under construction,
refreshments will be available at the 779 Air Cadet
Squadron nearby.
Mr. Sammy Sayle, 410 Wing, expressed (financial and
economic) concern, underpinning his suggestion that we
should probably take the AGM for next year to
Winnipeg – the most central location.
Mr. Lorne Falle wanted to express his gratitude for Mr.
Black and the decisions (financial) that have been faced
and made by the NEC, over the past two years. “Clearly,
the association is on a much better track, than had been
the case for so many years”.
Mr. George Mitchell expressed his disappointment that
there was no “Groups-at-Home”.
A motion to adjourn was made by Mr. Clarke (Alberta
Group) and seconded by Mr. Don Mcleod, Sr.
The National President formally closed the proceedings.

Dean C. Black, CD
Secretary
Approved/Not Approved

John Melbourne
National President
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Dated 14 November 2009
List of Accredited Delegates
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Annex B to
AGM2009 Minutes
Dated 14 November 2009
HONOURARY NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS
TO THE 60th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
HELD IN TRENTON, ONTARIO
17 OCTOBER 2009

First, I must apologize for my absence at the 60th AGM. This event is an important milestone for
the Air Force Association and even more so that it occurs during the year where we are
celebrating the centennial of flight in Canada. Aviation has meant so much to the development
of Canada throughout the last century and it is appropriate that we acknowledge the many
achievements that have been made by Canadians in both civil and military aviation fields. And,
I think we can all agree that the air force future looks very bright indeed with the purchase of
new equipment and the deployment of an air wing to Afghanistan, to mention just two
examples. The reason I am not in attendance is because of an opportunity to visit Afghanistan
and to see first hand the work being done there. I will report on it sometime after my return.
In thinking about what I might say to the participants of the AGM, I sought advice in the
messages of a few of my predecessors. I was not surprised to find a resonance with their views
and my own, even with a separation of several years. Some of you will know Don
McNaughton who was HNP in the early 90’s. In his final year, his comments to the 1992 AGM
identified some of the positive and negative aspects of the Association. On the positive side, he
reflected on the outstanding volunteers and hard workers throughout the organization, the
support given to cadets, the honours and awards program, among others. He then went on to
describe what he thought were the negatives. He cited a negativism that sometimes cause
distress and bad feelings. He also suggested that the Association needed to reach out to
members at large with a view to adopting a more inclusive approach with respect to them.
Finally, he described a resistance to change which he felt was an impediment to the positive
evolution of the Association – this at a time when the name change was topical.
My own experience in the organization is somewhat consistent with General McNaughton’s
views 17 years ago. There are many positive aspects to the Association, but we must always be
working to improve. In my view, the most enduring comment that Don made is that related to
negativism. I have witnessed several instances where well-intentioned people have engaged
their mouth, or their keyboard, while their brain was still in neutral. Sure, we may all be
tempted to shoot from the hip from time to time, but we must keep in mind that constructive
criticism is really the only acceptable kind. In an organization like ours, sensitivity, diplomacy
and congeniality never grow stale.
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General Bob Morton was a dear friend of mine and was serving as HNP at the time of the 1998
AGM, on the eve of the 75th anniversary of the air force. He made some telling comments at the
meeting which I would like to share with you. He said:
“… the Association has an enduring obligation. We are the largest collective voice of
aviation history, tradition and advocacy in the country… With that many voices, we can
inform, sponsor, and encourage aeronautics in all its forms and branches. We can do so
also by ceremonies and remembrances, and through the circulation of our excellent and
successful Airforce magazine. At the same time we can help our next generation, by
sponsoring Air Cadets….The past and future are important, but so too is our presentday advocacy role for air power....we need to keep putting the message out in clear,
persuasive language and repeat it often…Our Association’s voice has credibility in these
matters, the credibility born of years of experience in peace and war and, yes, of tragedy
too. We owe our brethren in uniform our unending help in their struggle to keep
Canada’s air force strong, relevant, and balanced to the needs of the second biggest
nation on earth.”
Bob spoke these words 11 years ago, but they are equally relevant today. We belong to a terrific
organization, a unique Association of like-minded people, all with an interest in some aspect of
aviation. No, we don’t all work directly with cadets, or sponsor a heritage event, or openly
advocate for a strong air force. But we all belong to an organization that does all of these things
and more. It needs our collective support to continue to credibly do those things.
A lot has happened in the past 60 years since the Association came into being. The founding
members of the RCAF Association belonged to a generation with a life experience quite foreign
to those us who have followed. We need to honour and respect their heritage and that of others
who have served in the military. We must never forget.
But at the same time, the Association is engaged in so much more than that. Let’s celebrate the
diversity which we have and exploit the rich talent pool of our membership to retain the Air
Force Association of Canada as a vibrant, relevant and viable organization. Let’s focus on the
good things the Association has to offer and do our best to avoid the negative aspects. Let’s
work together to find solutions, not simply create problems. We’re all in this together. Our
similarities far exceed our differences. Let’s all commit here and now to do our best to promote
the overall purpose and vision of the organization, all the while working in the specific areas in
which we are each interested.
We have come a long ways in 60 years. As we enter the second century of flight in Canada, let’s
work to build the Air Force Association into an even stronger, more unified body of engaged
members, working in unison for the good of the whole.
Again, I apologize for not being at the meeting in body, but you can rest assured that I am there
in spirit. I wish you all an enjoyable and useful AGM.
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